Almost all patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) eventually develop respiratory failure. This initially occurs at night (1,2) and has been shown to improve with the use of nocturnal noninvasive ventilation (NIV) (3-5). In fact, the incidence of cardiopulmonary (CP) death (as a cause of mortality) was found to be greater in ventilated patients (13) than non-ventilated patients (12). Twenty-four hour NIV should be considered a safe alternative for patients with DMD because its use may obviate the need for tracheostomy in patients with chronic respiratory failure requiring more than nocturnal ventilation alone.
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requirement for institutional care in individuals with a tracheostomy (12). In this study (10 patients on NIV, eight on tracheostomy), mortality rate, age, vital capacity (VC) and cardiac function at death were found to be similar (12). Furthermore, a review of attitudes of home-ventilated patients (13) indicated a regret at not being offered noninvasive alternatives before tracheostomy. While tracheostomy ventilation has always been advised when required, the Rehabilitation Centre of The Ottawa Hospital (TOH) (Ottawa, Ontario) has provided noninvasive ventilatory alternatives to patients with neuromuscular disease since 1993. Twenty-four hour NIV is the combination of night-time ventilation using a noninvasive mask interface with the addition of daytime volume mouthpiece ventilation (NIV/MPV) once clinical indicators suggest the need for more than nocturnal ventilatory support alone. Adding MPV rather than continued daytime nasal ventilation allows the face to be free from an interface, to engage in normal verbal communication and to breath stack as desired. Instead of simply recommending a tracheostomy when an arbitrary number of hours of NIV was required, each
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Nocturnal NIV was provided with bilevel devices (BiPAP S/T and Synchrony; Respiration, USA) or volume-cycled ventilators (LP6 Plus and LP10; Cogniview, USA and LTV 1000; Pulmometrics, USA). Back-up rates were provided during bilevel ventilation using the pressure-control mode with a set inspiratory and rise time. Daytime MPV was provided with an LP6/10 or LTV, each with a 15 mm angled mouthpiece (Malinckrodt-Puritan-Bennett, USA) or a length of tubing (Tygon, Saint Gobain Performance Products, USA) with tidal volumes (Vt) and rate set to patient comfort.

All patients initiating NIV/MPV were treated in the outpatient clinic without hospital admission. No patient was excluded from MPV as a result of bulbar impairment. No DMD patient, yet encountered, has been unable to retain the mouthpiece or Tygon tubing as a result of weakness. Each patient and their caregivers were taught to perform airway clearance techniques including LVR, MAC techniques and mechanical insufflation-exsufflation (MI-E). Patients were encouraged to integrate these airway clearance techniques into their daily routine and use their chair-mounted ventilators to perform regular LVR using the mouthpiece.

FIGURE 1
Survival to date of 24 h noninvasive mouthpiece ventilation in 12 ventilated patients. Two deaths (deceased), patients 16 and 23, are indicated. The remainder continue to survive on 24 h noninvasive ventilation of our DMD patients was offered 24 h NIV/MPV. The purpose of the present study was to demonstrate the benefits to patients and the safety of using 24 h NIV.

METHODS

A retrospective chart analysis of consecutive patients with DMD who were referred to TOH over the past 15 years was conducted and identified patients who used 24 h NIV. The investigation was approved by TOH Ethics Review Board. Data were reviewed, where possible, from referring pediatric institutions as well as clinical assessments at the adult rehabilitation facility.

Of the 23 DMD patients (19 to 32 years of age) followed at the clinic, four have yet to require ventilatory support, seven continue with nocturnal NIV alone and 12 have used full-time NIV; nocturnal mask ventilation and daytime MPV (NIV/MPV), hereafter referred to as MPV. The average duration of follow-up on MPV is 4.6 years with a maximum of 13 years. Data collected from the 12 patients on continuous NIV/MPV formed the basis of the present study.

Objective evaluation at each visit included measures of VC, forced expiratory volume in 1 s, 12 s maximum voluntary ventilation and maximum insufflation capacity (14) with lung volume recruitment (LVR, ie, ‘breath stacking’) (Profiler and CPSPF/D, Medical Graphics Corporation, USA). Predicted values were those published by The National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey III (15).

Additional measures included maximum inspiratory pressure (MIP) and maximum expiratory pressure (MEP) and cough peak flow (CPF). MIPs and MEPs were measured using a Micro RPM (Micro Medical Ltd, United Kingdom) or a manometer (Boehringer Laboratories, USA), and predicted values were those reported by Black and Hyatt (16). Cough flows were measured by instructing the patient to cough forcefully into a peak flow meter (Mini-Wright, Clement Clarke International Ltd, United Kingdom) and, whenever possible, under three different conditions: spontaneous (no volume or pressure assistance-CPFsp), with the addition of LVR (CPF1VR) and with the combination of LVR and a manually assisted cough (MAC), (CPF1VRMAC) when indicated for CPF1VR below 270 L/min (11). The patient is required to hold their breath once the additional volume has been added and until the peak flow meter or pulmonary function mouthpiece has been applied and then release the total volume for the measurement of flow or volume. Oxyhemoglobin saturation was measured using pulse oximetry (Nellcor N-20P; Covidien, USA) and awake arterial carbon dioxide (CO2) tension was measured using an end-tidal CO2 monitor (OxiMax NPB-75, USA), a transcutaneous CO2 monitor (Linde MicroGas 7650, Linde, Switzerland) or arterial blood gases when the end-tidal CO2 monitor was not available. Adequate ventilatory support was assessed using a combination of clinical assessment, normal overnight oximetry, serial daytime measures of CO2 and downloaded data from the bilevel devices. Because CO2 results were obtained by different methods, they are not reported as specific outcomes or analyzed for statistical differences. All CO2 measurements, including arterial blood gases, were performed when the patients were using no ventilatory support.
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DISCUSSION

Twenty-four hour NIV should be considered a safe alternative for patients with DMD because its use may obviate the need for tracheostomy in patients with chronic respiratory failure requiring more than nocturnal ventilation alone.

The present study illustrates that, when provided with an informed choice of tracheostomy or NIV, all patients with DMD and families chose 24 h NIV including MPV. This investigation also demonstrated that temporary invasive ventilation can be provided and successfully converted to full-time NIV including MPV. Furthermore, these results illustrate that, in the face of an increasing requirement for ventilatory support, the addition of daytime MPV results in continued survival in spite of further decline in VC and MIP. In fact, there was a stable or increasing average VC in the 12 patients on MPV, possibly due to improvements respiratory mechanics in patients introduced to LVR at the same time or able to perform more regular, autonomous LVR with the mouthpiece.

Twenty-four hour NIV is not a new approach to respiratory failure (4,20). Neuromuscular diseases, such as polio, have been managed in this fashion for decades, originally with negative-pressure body ventilators and, more recently, with positive pressure mask ventilation. During the polio era, it was well recognized that patients otherwise supported by iron lungs could be liberated from their tanks with positive pressure mouthpieces (21). Bach et al (4) and others have reported a large number of patients with neuromuscular diseases managed long beyond the point of respiratory failure with 24 h NIV. Even patients previously ventilated 24 h per day via a tracheostomy have been converted entirely to NIV/MPV (22).

The success of long-term NIV is highly dependent on the regular performance of effective techniques of airway clearance (6,9,11,17,23). Some studies indicating a less than favourable outcome from NIV have been criticized for not including airway clearance strategies (24). It has been suggested that all investigations of NIV in patients with NMD should include details of techniques to improve cough and airway clearance (23); many recent outcome studies of NIV include such treatments (6,9,25). We recently demonstrated an improvement in the rate of decline of forced vital capacity in DMD as a result of regular LVR (26). Each of our patients was trained in LVR using a hand-held resuscitation bag, and their performance was visually demonstrated to them with numerical values and illustrations of their pulmonary function. Provision of MPV enabled adequate daytime ventilation as well as the regular, autonomous performance of LVR desired by the patient. These principles were reinforced at each clinical visit and by access to an educational website (26). Seventy per cent of our patients had an educational website (26). Seventy per cent of our patients had an MI-E device (CoughAssist, Philips Healthcare, USA) device in their homes and the remainder were provided education in the use of the MI-E and a prescription for its use when necessary (27-29). The consistent use of LVR and the MI-E may have contributed to the long-term success of NIV and the small number of hospital admissions. While tracheostomy ventilation may be necessary in patients with DMD with severe impairment of oropharyngeal musculature or with cognitive impairment, most patients are quite capable of using MPV. Many centres would advocate the use of tracheostomy ventilation once levels of daytime CO2 begin to rise while on nocturnal NIV or when the daily requirement for mask ventilation reaches some arbitrary number of hours (eg, 16 h). This is likely due to unfamiliarity with 24 h NIV and in spite of current recommendations. The American Thoracic Society consensus statement and the Canadian Thoracic Society home ventilation guidelines suggest considering daytime MPV for patients with DMD (11,30). Tracheostomy ventilation offers an apparent degree of security for the patient; however, it is associated with a number of serious complications that may well offset any advantage provided by an artificial airway (4). Invasive ventilation has also been associated with a higher frequency of institutional care and this factor alone may be sufficient for a patient to decline a tracheostomy even if this results in death. In our experience, all of our patients with DMD have benefited from 24 h NIV/MPV as a means to ensure adequate ventilation while avoiding a tracheostomy. Tracheostomy should be considered “when contraindications or patient aversion to noninvasive ventilation are present, or when noninvasive ventilation is not feasible due to severe bulbar weakness or dysfunction” (11). MPV offers the patient and family effective management without surgical risk, long-term complexity and the additional nursing care required with tracheostomy management. Tracheostomy ventilation can still be offered if and when necessary. One patient was referred from another centre while using nocturnal NIV with an arterial CO2 pressure of 75 mmHg and detailed recommendations for urgent tracheostomy surgery, gastrostomy placement, inpatient ventilation training and long-term home mechanical ventilation. Instead, this young man was seen in three outpatient visits with adjustments to his bilevel device, introduction of LVR and daytime MPV. Gas exchange was normalized, quality of life improved and no tracheostomy has been required, even seven years later.

Clear physiological advantages of MPV have also been demonstrated. Toussaint et al (9) recently reported the presence of a fatiguing pattern of breathing using a noninvasive estimation of the tension-time index in DMD patients who used night-time NIV but reported breathlessness in the late afternoon (31). Both the tension-time index and respiratory endurance against an inspiratory load were improved as a result of the introduction of only 2 h of MPV in the afternoon. Thus, it appears that the onset of daytime muscle fatigue is associated with symptoms of dyspnea and can be corrected with daytime MPV. It should be noted that in contrast to the Belgian studies (9,31), all patients in our care were managed entirely as outpatients with the attendant cost savings. Although it is common practice to admit such patients to hospital for a short period of accommodation or to perform sleep studies, investigators have demonstrated that the outcomes of outpatient-initiated NIV are similar to those achieved as inpatients without the added complexity and cost of inpatient care (32,33). There may be concerns about aspiration risk with progressive bulbar weakness. These data represent all of our patients regardless of bulbar status. Patients with significant bulbar weakness were excluded from the population reported by Toussaint et al (9).

Both in our clinical experience and that of others, dysphagia may improve significantly with the introduction of MPV (9). The mechanism for the improvement in dysphagia is uncertain. It is possible that the reduction in work of breathing once MPV is initiated is associated with global improvements in muscle function. It is possible that there is also improvement in oropharyngeal muscle strength or endurance. It is also possible that the reduction in dyspnea that occurs during MPV allows for more comfortable swallowing and less anxiety during meals. It is recognized that adequate subglottic pressure is necessary to enable safe swallowing, a cause for difficulty in swallowing with
a tracheostomy in place (34). It is possible that with MPV and the consequent ability to breathe back and increase lung volumes and, presumably, subglottic pressure, that the swallowing mechanisms may improve and support better nutrition (35).

The present study had important limitations. All of the data were reviewed retrospectively and were collected during clinical care in a busy outpatient environment in which conditions could not be controlled. As a result, there are many missing data. Some information was also obtained from referring centres and quality could not be confirmed. Although a prospective approach would also improve the evidence, a randomized study could not be performed due to obvious ethical issues. The measurements of CO2 were obtained using three different methods and this strategy respects the patients’ desire not to undergo frequent arterial punctures. When combined with clinical evaluation, overnight oximetry and downloaded information from noninvasive devices, this is perfectly adequate for clinical care but was not used for statistical analysis.

All of the patients in the present study were cared for at home, not in an institution. While this is clearly associated with a better quality of life for the patient and a lower cost to the health care system, there is an enormous caregiving responsibility assumed by the family. As such, they each had dedicated family members who were ever-present to apply head gear, guarantee access to MPV and to provide effective, sometimes constant, airway clearance during respiratory tract infections or as a result of minor aspiration.
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Given the relatively short follow-up period, it is possible that a number of our DMD patients will eventually require and will choose tracheostomy ventilation due to the development of severe bulbar weakness and aspiration risk. However, to date, patients who have been advised to undergo tracheostomies in other centres have been very successful and, in 85 patient-years, full time NIV/MPV has ensured survival in the face of declining respiratory function beyond the point of respiratory failure in these patients with DMD. Strong consideration should be given to 24 h NIV/MPV for all patients with DMD rather than routine recommendation for tracheostomy.
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